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BOSTON
Cambridge Crossing is the home for brave ideas. The home for the
fearless and the intrepid. For those unafraid to challenge the status
quo to better the world. So for those ready to dream bigger than
big, welcome to a place to call your own, welcome to an innovation
community. This 45-acre mixed-use transit-oriented development in the
heart of Greater Boston in East Cambridge is purposefully designed to
empower interactions and spark breakthroughs. Here, in the capital for
intellectual thinking, life sciences and technology will flourish. And
alongside, the way people live, shop, and play will thrive.
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acres connected
to what is believed to
be the world’s highest
concentration of
intellectual capital

4.5

million square feet
of planned commercial,
retail, and residential

11

acres of planned
activated public and
green space

2.1M

SF of future innovative science & tech space

2.4M

SF of future state-of-the-art residences

100k

SF of future unique & eclectic retail space

SF state-of-the-art science & tech building
currently under construction
and expected to be ready for
occupancy in Q3 2019

45-acre transit-oriented mixed-use
urban development intersecting Cambridge,
Somerville, and Boston
4.5 million square feet total including 2.1 million
square feet of state-of-the-art science & tech space,
2.4 million square feet of residential, and 100,000 square
feet of retail
Currently under construction: 430,000 square-foot science &
technology building and 30,000 square feet of retail expected to
be ready for occupancy Q3 2019
More than 11 acres of urban green space and an eclectic retail
experience that celebrates Cambridge

Cambridge Crossing is not just conveniently located - it’s
ideally located. Steps from the thinkers of Kendall Square,
the vitality of Somerville, and the energy of Boston.

Transit-rich location with two MBTA stations, shuttle buses,
protected bike lanes, and footpaths

WHY CAMBRIDGE CROSSING

Direct link to six regional and interstate roadways and 3.5 miles
to Logan International Airport

Easy access for visitors and employees via Orange Line at Community College and Green Line at
Lechmere Station, the latter of which will move on-site in 2021;

Tech-oriented development designed with a LEED Platinum minimum certification

Public and open space available for outdoor seating, programming, events, and community activities;
Immediately proximate existing employer hubs and attractions include Education First(EF), Canal Park,
Museum of Science, CambridgeSide, and North Point Park;

WWW.CAMBRIDGECROSSING.COM

@CXCAMBRIDGE #CXHERENOW

This presentation has been prepared and is being furnished solely for informational purposes and solely for use by you in preliminary leasing
discussions with DivcoWest. This presentation contains preliminary information only. Unless otherwise noted, statements herein are based on
current expectations, opinions and beliefs of DivcoWest and no representation is made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information set
forth herein. The photographs appearing in this presentation are computer and/or artist renderings to reflect the planned scale and spirit of the
development and are intended for informational purposes only.

Retail and open spaces border the Cambridge/Somerville Community Path, which connects to
Charlestown via North Point Park and when complete will link westward to the Minuteman Bikeway
and Alewife Linear Park;
Adjacent to Cambridge Street, one of the most diverse and vibrant commercial corridors in Cambridge
that provides vehicular, bike and bus connections to points west including Inman Square, Harvard
Square and Porter Square.

430k

2

MBTA stops with one
directly on site adjacent
to the retail core
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Easy access for visitors and employees via Orange Line at Community College and Green Line at
Lechmere Station, the latter of which will move on-site in 2021;
Public and open space available for outdoor seating, programming, events, and community activities;
Immediately proximate existing employer hubs and attractions include Education First(EF), Canal Park,
Museum of Science, CambridgeSide, and North Point Park;
Retail and open spaces border the Cambridge/Somerville Community Path, which connects to
Charlestown via North Point Park and when complete will link westward to the Minuteman Bikeway
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that provides vehicular, bike and bus connections to points west including Inman Square, Harvard
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CX: A tech-oriented and transit-rich
community for creators, residents,
and urban explorers.
This is home. This is work. This is a play space and a place for limitless possibility. This is 2,400 residential
units in addition to 2,500 existing units, and 100,000 square feet of eclectic retail and dining nestled beside
2.1 million square feet of state-of-the-art science and tech space all connected to East Cambridge’s
Kendall Square via First Street and to the existing neighborhood commercial district via Cambridge Street.
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